
Wave of Cof fee
The term “Wave of Coffee” refers to a period in time or stage in the coffee 
industry. There have been 3 in total. These waves represent significant changes 
in the industry and changes th the global culture.

3rd Wave
Coffee starts being purchased based on its production origin and its 
methods of production.

2nd Wave
Branded chain coffee shops becom standard.

1st Wave
Coffee becomes a commodity, and its consumption grow exponenially.
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Turkish Coffee Maker, 1500 (Turky)

Syphon, 1830 (Germany/France)

Electric Coffee Maker, 
1908 (Germany)
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French Press, 1852 (Italy/France)

Moka Pot, 1933 (Italy)1907: Instant coffee was manufactured in America 
as a military item and became famous for general 
consumption after World War II.

1888: First coffee house in Tokyo, Japan.

1866: The Nestlé company founded in Vevey, Switzerland.

1629: First Coffeehouse in Venice, Italy. 
1651: First Coffeehouse in Oxford, UK. 

1723: First coffee plant/seeds were introduced in America.

1788: Haiti (Saint-Domingue) provided half of the world’s coffee.

1852: Brazil became the most prominent coffee 
manufacturer country.

1971: Starbucks in Seattle, WA.
1971: Costa coffee shop in London, UK.
1999: Stumptown Coffee shop  in Portland, OR.
2002: Blue Bottle Coffee shop in Oakland, CA.
2009: BARISTA coffee shop in Portland, OR.

1933: Illy Coffee shop in Trieste, Italy.

1683: First coffee house in Vienna, Australia. 
1673: First coffee house in Germany. 

1554: World’s first coffee house opens in Constantinople, Turkey.

1966: Peets coffee shop in Berkeley, CA.

1895: Lavazza coffee shop in Piedmont, Italy.

Introduction
The most famous coffee original story started with a man named Cardi. He 
worked as a goat herder in Ethiopia. One day he found his goat dancing 
strangely and realized that the goat was eating red berries. After this magical 
incident, Kaldi told a monk about the wired story, and the monk fed the fruit 
berry to his disciples of the monks to reduce their sleepiness. 
Starting in Turkey around the 14th century, coffee shops opened one after 
another in Europe and spread worldwide. In the 19th century, it became 
common to drink coffee at home, and many coffee devices appeared. From 
around 1950, with the opening of Starbucks, branded coffee chains became 
mainstream, and to-go coffee became a typical style. In the 21st century, 
high-quality coffee, such as specialty coffee, attracts many coffee lovers. The 
story of coffee will continue to the future.
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